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NEWS of the MONTH

ICCA - gala dinner

45th International Congress & Convention AssociatioN - rhodes 2006

PHILOXENIA AWARDS 2006 - THESSALONIKI

ICCA - gala dinner

45th International Congress & Convention AssociatioN - rhodes 2006

OCTOBER 29th - NOVEMBER 1st - RHODES GREECE
A well-know annual congress around the globe came to our country
after almost 20 years! In this year’s General Assembly and Congress our company was the official technology partner.
It took place in Rhodes in the Capsis Convention Center, which
hosted more that 800 attendees. We had in our responsibility 6
venues in the Medieval City of Rhodes, as for the first time in the
history of the Organization all the Chapter meetings took place
outside, 11 parallel workshop & sessions in the hotel as well as the
Plenary Hall.
Our company’s production team produced an opening ceremony
hosted by Mrs. Irivi Varda-Capsis and Mr. Podimatas who introduced
Greece through the five sences with a perfect mixture with Greek
traditional music and dancing. All these where realised through a
large screen 12x4, 3 Barco projectors R10, lighting equipment and
Meyer Sound system Moreover, a second production team themed
the Gala dinner night in the most spectacular way possible! Named

“The Mistique Deep Blue” the hall was fully colored blue by our Lighting
Director and his team. Each table lighted individually by par that where
hanged from the ceiling, Martin Moving Heads 2000 Profile & 700 Profile and Wash lights. Furthermore, the surrounding walls were transformed into an aquarium from the projection of 4 Hi-End DL2, one of
the company’s most recent acquisition! An event full of suprises for the
audience, as after the usual speeches a group of dancers hanged from
the ceiling took over the floor offering an amazing performance! And
when everybody thought that everything was over, a breath-taking
laser show for the Lost Antlantis closing with the logo of ICCA sealed
the evening in the best way possible!
A unique outcome, of which we are mostly proud!

PHILOXENIA AWARDS 2006

NOVEMBER 16th 2006 - TESSALONIKI, GREECE

